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Abstract

Multiwalled carbon-nanotubes have been grown from carbon black by solid-state transformation at the anode of a
modified high-temperature arc-furnace without a catalyst. A mechanism for the solid-state transformation of carbon black
into nanotubes is proposed. The migration of pentagon and heptagon defects present in carbon black to regions of high
tensile-stress is key to the growth mechanism. The growth process can be broken into two stages. The basic mechanism for
both stages is the same; only the source of the tensile stress that drives the nanotube growth differs. In the initial stage of
growth the necks between carbon-black particles are lengthened into short nanotubes by thermal forces. Electrostatic forces
present in the plasma of the high-temperature arc-furnace drive the subsequent extension of the short nanotubes to
multiple-micron lengths.
   2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction tube-like structures[5,6] and carbon nanotubes is possible
[7,8]. Additionally, for some types of nanotube growth,

Large-scale production of carbon nanotubes is necessary even when the carbon necessary for the growth of the
for nanotubes to reach their full technological-potential. A nanotube is transported to the growth region in the vapor
key to production scale-up is an understanding of the phase, the actual growth-mechanism is proposed to be by
mechanism by which the nanotubes are formed. Naturally, solid-state diffusion and root growth[9,10]. The proposed
the particulars of a growth mechanism will depend on the solid-state processes include: one, a proper growth site;
method used to grow the material. Recently, we reported and two, a sufficiently high temperature to facilitate solid-
on the growth of multiwalled carbon-nanotubes (MWNTs) state transport. In the system under study in this paper,
from carbon black by heating in a high-temperature arc- carbon black provides the proper growth sites and an arc
furnace [1]. In this earlier work, carbon black was de- furnace is used to achieve the temperatures necessary for
termined to be the source of carbon for the growth of rapid solid-state diffusion.
MWNTs and a growth-mechanism outlined. In this paper A key element to the mechanism proposed is defects in
we provide a detailed explanation of the solid-state the carbon-black graphene-layers. Pentagon and heptagon
growth-mechanism by which carbon black is transformed rings are two types of defects found in graphene layers.
into MWNTs. The introduction of pentagons, heptagons and pentagon–

Considerable work has been done with regard to inves- heptagon pairs[11] into a graphene layer modifies the
tigating the growth of carbon nanotubes from the vapor topology of the structure. The insertion of a pentagon into
phase [2]. It is recognized, however, that given the a hexagonal network introduces positive curvature to the
appropriate conditions, solid-state formation of carbon graphene structure[12] and is the means by which carbon
precursor materials to fullerene-related particles[3,4] short nano-cones are formed[13], carbon nanotubes are capped

[14,15], and fullerenes form closed structures[16]. The
insertion of a heptagon into a hexagonal network intro-*Corresponding author. Tel.:11-847-491-3598; fax:11-847-
duces negative curvature to the graphene structure[17,18]491-4181.
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and X junctions[19,20] as well as leading to the specula- onion structures (seeFig. 1b). This structure requires a
tion of negatively curved analogs to fullerenes[21,22]. large number of pentagon and heptagon defects to be
Although the insertion of a pentagon–heptagon pair into a present in the graphene lattice. The endohedral nature of
hexagonal network introduces no net curvature the pair the onion like structures requires pentagons to exist in the
results in many topological features[23]. Pentagon–hepta- graphitic network. The spherical, as opposed to polyhedral,
gon pairs are the means by which fullerene polyhedra topology of the onion like structures would require the
obtain a more spherical-form[24,25], junctions are formed presence of pentagon–heptagon pair defects, which will be
between carbon nanotubes of different chirality[26,27], noted as [5–7] defects from this point on. The negative
tapers are formed in carbon nanotubes[17,28], and is curvature in the graphitic over-layers at the point of
proposed as a mechanism by which strain is released from tangency between carbon-onions (necks) would require
carbon-nanotubes loaded in tension[29]. heptagons in the graphitic network, as indicated by the

Prior to the discovery of fullerenes the existence of arrow inFig. 1b. The pentagon, heptagon and [5–7]
pentagons or heptagons as a defect in the graphene defects are the key that allows solid-state transformation of
structure of carbon black was not considered[30]. Struc- carbon black into MWNTs at the anode of the high-
tures, other than those that contained 1208 angles had to be temperature arc-furnace, and why materials such as

3explained in terms of sp bonding[31]. When it was graphite, which lack these defects, do not undergo the
discovered that fullerenes and carbon black could be same transformation.
produced in similar processes, it was concluded that The electric field generated by the bias between the
fullerene-like structures could be present in carbon black electrodes of the arc furnace, and augmented by the
[32,33]. High-resolution electron microscopy has estab- electric field resulting from the plasma sheath, is believed
lished the existence of fullerene like structures both in the to play a second key-role in achieving the long tube-
bulk and on the surface of carbon-black particles[34]. A lengths observed in the solid-state growth from carbon
current model of carbon black is that of an aggregate of black. Although nanotubes have also been grown by solid-
semi-spherical carbon-onion like structures, built up by state transformation, the best efforts to date, in the absence
concentric carbon-layers around a defect-fullerene nucleus of an electric field, are on the order of 1mm in length[36].
[35] (seeFig. 1a). The onion like structures are joined in For the solid-state transformation of carbon black at the
an aggregate by multiple carbon-layers that encase several anode of a high-temperature arc-furnace the nanotubes are

frequently on the order of 100mm in length (seeFig. 2).
Electric fields have been observed to have a large effect

 

on carbon nanotubes. For carbon nanotubes grown by
microwave plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition,
the aligned growth of the nanotubes is attributed to the
electric field generated by the plasma-sheath self-bias

21(|0.1 Vmm ) [37]. Post growth-process alignment of
carbon-nanotubes grown by the carbon-arc method, has
been reported when a relatively weak electric-field (|0.2

 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of carbon black. (a) Carbon-
onion like structure; (b) aggregate of carbon-onion like structures
(arrow indicates ‘neck’ between carbon-onions). Fig. 2. Typical multi-micron long MWNTs.
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21V mm ) is applied, in situ, immediately after the growth respectively, and is valid for the range 0.2 nm,R,10 nm,
process[38]. Slightly stronger, but still rather modest, 20 nm,L,60 nm andL /R.5.

21electric fields (10–100 Vmm as estimated from mi- Although Eq. (7) is not directly applicable to MWNTs,
crographs in the following references) have been used to it will be used to estimate the order-of-magnitude affect
straighten curved nanotubes[39] and bend straight the nanotube geometry has on the electric field. For a short
nanotubes[40] by as much as 808. nanotube,L /R510, the electric field is enhanced by a

The force of the electric field on a carbon nanotube can factor of 13,E /E 5 13, and because the stresstip amb

be estimate from first principles. The electric force,F, on a induced on the nanotube is dependent on the square of the
point charge,q , in an electric field,E, is defined as electric field the stress is enhanced by a factor of 175. Foro

F 5Eq and for a general distribution of charge asF 5 L /R550 the stress induced by the electric field is en-o

e E dq. If E is constant: hanced by a factor of 2300. What is clear from Eqs. (6)
and (7) is that once started, an electric-field assisted

F 5QE (1) growth-mechanism will accelerate the rate of tube growth
the longer a tube becomes.where Q is the general charge-distribution in a constant

E-field. Recognizing that a stress,s , is a force per units

area:
2 . Experimental

s 5F /A (2)s

The system in which the MWNTs are formed has beenand that the surface charge-density,s , is the generalq
described extensively elsewhere[42]. Basically, it is acharge-distribution per unit area:
two-electrode, DC, high-temperature arc-furnace. The

s 5Q /A (3)q cathode is a solid, flat-faced, 3/80 diameter rod of random-
ly oriented graphite (ROG). The anode, where theEq. (1) can be rewritten in terms of stress and charge
MWNTs are formed, is fabricated from a 3/80 diameterdensity:
ROG rod. A hole, 3/160 diameter by 3/80 deep, is drilled

s 5s E (4)s q into the otherwise flat-face of the rod to form a cup, which
is used to hold the carbon black. The anode-cup is filledThe charge distribution in the nanotube can be estimated
with carbon black that is tightly compacted (Alfa Aesar,from first principles assuming the nanotube to be a
200 mesh, 99.99%). The arc is run in a helium atmosphereconductor. For a conductor immersed in a static field,
at a pressure of|100 Torr and generated by a DCGauss’s law requires the field within a conductor to be
power-supply at 100 A. An RF component, of approxi-zero and the field at the surface to be normal,n, to the
mately 2 s, is used to start the discharge. In this configura-conductor. To achieve the zero-field condition, the elec-
tion, the electron current from the cathode is carriedtrons within the conductor redistribute themselves such
through the rim of the anode-cup since the graphitethat the charge density at the surface,s , exactly balancesq electrode is much more conductive than the carbon black.the external electric-field:
The plasma of the arc-column extends uniformly across the

E 5 s /´ n or s 5´ E (5)s d entire anode surface. Optical measurements indicate theq o q o

carbon black in the anode-cup is uniformly heated to a
where´ is the electric permittivity. The surface charge-o temperature of approximately 30008C. A typical synthesis
density of Eq. (5) can be substituted into Eq. (4) to yield run lasts for about 1 min, but runs performed for times
an expression for the stress experienced by a nanotube thatranging from 10 s to 1 min are examined. The operating
depends only on the electric-field strength at the surface of conditions are optimized to minimize the erosion of the
the tube: anode and the vaporization of the carbon black. After each

2 run, the surface materials on the electrodes are analyzeds 5´ E (6)s o

using a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi S-
The electric field experienced by the tip of a nanotube, 4500).
E , will not be the same as that experienced by atip

planer-object subjected to the same ambient field,E .amb

The long thin geometry of the nanotube enhances the 3 . Results
electric field experienced at the tip. The enhancement to
the electric field at the tip of a single-walled nanotube has For a 1-min run in pure helium, a small deposit of
been calculated by Maiti et al.[41]. For closed tips, the material is formed on the cathode surface during the run.
field at the tip is enhanced by a factor of: This deposit is about a millimeter in thickness and covers

the entire surface of the cathode. The deposit looks similarE 5E ? [0.87(L /R)1 4.5] (7)tip amb
to ones created during an arc run when two solid graphite

where R and L are the radius and length of the tube, electrodes are used. The outer edge of the deposit is hard,
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 contains the carbon-black compact, is eroded more than the
surrounding ROG rod. The rod itself is less eroded around
its outer edge than inner cup edge. In addition, a gray-
black layer, different in appearance from the original
carbon black or the surrounding graphite, covers the
carbon-black compact. The layer covers the entire surface
of the carbon black and is about 300mm thick. This layer
can be removed, usually as a solid mat, from the surface
thus exposing the darker carbon black below. No layer is
formed on the portion of the anode made of solid graphite.

Scanning electron microscopy of the mat formed on the
carbon black reveals that the layer is primarily composed
of carbon nanotubes. Examination of the surface of the
layer shows a very high concentration of nanotubes with a
low concentration of other carbonaceous particles. In
addition, the carbon nanotubes in the layer are long (|100
mm) and tangled with each other, as shown inFig. 2.
Looking at the nanotube layer from the side shows that theFig. 3. Side view of MWNT layer.
nanotubes are orientated preferentially normal to the
carbon black surface and become more tangled near the

brittle, shiny, and gray in color. The interior portion of the upper surface of the layer (seeFig. 3). The nanotube layer
deposit contains a soft, black material, which is typically is uniform in structure across its entire surface. It should be
where nanotubes are found in a conventional-arc setup. At emphasized, no nanotubes are found on the graphite
the anode, the surface is eroded several millimeters, but the surface of the anode, only on the surface of the carbon
erosion is not uniform. The center of the anode, which black.

 

Fig. 4. Surface of carbon-black compact at different magnifications and run times: (a–d) after 10 s of synthesis; (e–h) after 20 s of
synthesis; (i–l) after 30 s of synthesis; (m–p) after 40 s of synthesis; (q–t) after 50 s of synthesis.
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Transmission electron microscopy of the nanotube layer surface, as can be seen inFig. 4a–d. On these islands some
reveals the structure of the nanotubes formed. The nanotubes are already forming (seeFig. 4d). The number
nanotubes are multiwalled nanotubes; most are composed of nanotubes increases as the growth time is increased to
of 20–40 walls with narrow, hollow centers. These 20 and 30 s and they begin to cover the tops of the islands
nanotubes have smaller inner diameters and more layers domains, as shown inFig. 4e–l. By 40 s, the nanotubes
than nanotubes typically grown at the cathode using a begin to form a continuous, tangled layer on the tops of the
conventional-arc process. The nanotubes are near defect- island domains. The island domains are also seen to grown
free, based on the continuous lattice-fringes, and have larger and start to coalesce (seeFig. 4m–p). By 50 s, the
closed ends. layer of nanotubes covers most of the carbon black surface,

To help elucidate the growth mechanism the evolution with only a few regions of exposed carbon black remain-
of the nanotube layer over growth time was examined. A ing, as shown inFig. 4q–t.
series of experiments were run for different growth dura- For growth times longer than 20 s the nanotubes are
tions starting from 10 s.Fig. 4a–t are micrographs of each frequently observed to have one ‘free end’ that is not
growth time at multiple magnifications. For runs less than terminated at a support interface (seeFig. 5a). For short
1 min, the nanotube layer does not cover the entire carbon growth times of 10 and 20 s, when the nanotube density is
black surface. However, the carbon black and graphite low and individual nanotubes can be easily distinguished,
surfaces change noticeably after only 10 s. Both surfaces some very interesting nanotubes are observed.Fig. 5b is a
are eroded and the surface of the carbon black has changed micrograph of a MWNT terminated at both ends in the
in appearance. Small fissures and cracks form in the carbon carbon black.Fig. 6a is a micrograph of a Y-branched
black, creating small-islands domains of material on the MWNT with all the ends of the Y terminated in the carbon

  

Fig. 5. (a) MWNTs with one ‘free end’ and on end terminated in Fig. 6. (a) MWNTs with Y-branching. (b) MWNTs withD-
carbon black. (b) MWNT terminated at both ends in carbon black. branching (white arrows indicate Y-branches).
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black. Fig. 6b is a micrograph of aD-branched MWNT. [5–7–7–5] to [6–6–6–6]reverse Stone–Wales switch; the
The mechanism for the growth of MWNTs from carbon net migration of [5–7] defects to the stem, and subsequent
black must be able to account for these features. generation of hexagons in the stem, results in the lengthen-

ing of the stem.
The simulated energy-of-transformation for the gene-

4 . Discussion ration of a double [5–7] defect via the Stone–Wales
bond-switch, [6–6–6–6] to [5–7–7–5] is, for allpractical

The solid-state formation of MWNTs from carbon black purposes, identical for multilayer fullerenes, 2.35 eV[43],
1can be broken into two growth stages. The basic mecha- and for nanotubes, 2.34 eV[29]. This would tend to

nism for both stages is the same; only the origin of the indicate the [5–7–7–5]defect is neither more favored in
tensile-force that drives the reaction differs. In the initial the carbon black nor the nanotube. However, simulations
stage, thermally generated tensile-forces result in the also indicate the energy of formation for the [5–7–7–5]
formation of short nanotubes. Electrostatic forces present defect in the nanotube decreases with tensile stress and
in the plasma of the high-temperature arc-furnace drive the starts to become energetically favorable with respect to the
subsequent extension of the short nanotubes to multiple- graphene lattice at about 5% strain.
micron lengths. The stress necessary to produce 5% strain is large.

The basic tenets of the growth mechanism are as Values of Young’s modulus for MWNTs are frequently in
follows: double [5–7] defects are in equilibrium with the the range of 1 TPa[44,45]. A 5% strain would, therefore,
graphene lattice, both in the carbon black and in the require a stress of 50 GPa. The growth mechanism,
nanotubes, via [6–6–6–6] to [5–7–7–5]Stone–Wales however, does not require the [5–7–7–5] defect to be
switches (seeFig. 7); the [5–7] defects migrate thermally energetically favorable with respect to the graphene lattice
and at random, both in the carbon black and in the only that the [5–7–7–5] defect in the nanotube be ener-
nanotubes, but become concentrated at locations that are getically favorable with respect to the [5–7–7–5]defect in
energetically favorable; an energetically-favorable location the carbon black. To lower the energy of formation in the
is the stem of a nanotube under tensile strain; the higher nanotube by 0.2 eV, or|10%, a strain of 0.5%, or stress of
concentration of [5–7] defects in the stem increases the 5 GPa, would be needed.
probability of interactions between [5–7] defects that result A stress of 5 GPa is still quite large, particularly for an
in the self-annihilation of double [5–7] defects via a electrostatically generated force. There are, however, sev-

eral factors that will tend to concentrate the stress ex-
perienced by the end of the nanotube into a smaller area

 within the tube stem. First, at the end of the nanotube the
stress is exerted on a circular area while in the stem an
annular-area undergoes the strain. Second, the annular area
may not experience the stress uniformly across its entire
cross-section. For MWNTs loaded in tensile-stress until
failure, the breakage is described as a ‘sword-in-sheath’-
type facture-mechanism where a core of inner-layers pulls
out from a sheath of outer-layers[46]. If the stress
experienced by a particular layer of the MWNTs is time
dependent and is concentrated on several layers at a time
in a moving-ripple, the stress experienced by those layers
could be several orders of magnitude greater than that at
the nanotube tip. Third, points of negative curvature, such
as occur when the tube diameter changes abruptly, can
further concentrate the stress to a narrow area in the tube
circumference, an example of which can be seen inFig. 8.
Fourth, for nanotubes with one ‘free end’, such as those in
Fig. 5a, there is a local enhancement of the electric field
due to the nanotube geometry.

1Some variations in the simulated energies of defect formation
exist between authors. The energies for the defect formation cited
for both the fullerene and the nanotube cited herein where

Fig. 7. Formation of a [5–7]-pair defect from four hexagons via a generated by the Department of Physics, North Carolina State
Stone–Wales switch and the annihilation of a [5–7]-pair defect to University, Raleigh, North Carolina to minimize differences
form four hexagons via a reverse Stone–Wales switch. introduced by different simulation methods.
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 favorable with respect to the [5–7–7–5] defect in the
carbon black. The defects can migrate from the carbon
black and concentrate in these high stress areas of the
nanotube. Because the stress is time dependent and cyclic,
when the stress is removed the defects can either migrate
from the nanotube area, due to their higher concentration,
or undergo the reverse Stone–Wales transformation to
form four hexagons. Those that undergo the reverse
Stone–Wales switch add to the tube length.

A fraction of the [5–7] defects will neither undergo a
reverse Stone–Wales switch nor migrate from the
nanotube, but remain as defects in the tube. The lining up
of [5–7] defects across multiple tube layers would lead to
a taper in the nanotube, an example of which can also be
seen inFig. 8.

In the initial stage of growth thermal forces are believed
to be the means by which the nanotubes are formed.

Fig. 8. Multiwalled carbon nanotube: (a) negative curvature point; Heating by the carbon arc causes coalescence and shrink-
(b) taper region. age of the carbon black. The shrinkage causes tensile stress

between carbon-black particles that recede from each
The combined effects of a smaller cross-sectional area in other. The areas of greatest stress will be at small cross-

the tube stem than at the tube end, an uneven application sectional area ‘necks’ that form at the tangential-joints
of the stress along the tube stem and the local enhancement between the carbon-onions that comprise the carbon black,
of the electric field due to nanotube geometry result in illustrated inFig. 9a and b. The resulting strain can be
stem areas where the [5–7–7–5] defect is energetically relieved in three ways; the lengthening of the neck

 

Fig. 9. Growth of MWNTs from carbon black. (a–c) Initial thermal stress stage; (d–e) electrostatic growth stage. Solid arrows (→) indicate
thermal forces. Outline arrows (⇒ ) indicate electrostatic forces.
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between the onions, the introduction of [5–7] defects into When the strain rate exceeds the rate at which both
the neck, or the breaking of the neck. hexagon formation and [5–7] defect introduction can

The mechanism by which the neck region between relieve the stress, the neck will fracture, most likely at the
onions is lengthened is the stress driven migration of [5–7] narrowest point. If growth were terminated immediately
defects just outlined. During the thermal stage of growth after fracture, one would expect open-ended nanotubes.
when stress is introduced by shrinkage, no free nanotube Because tube fracture occurs early in the growth cycle a
ends, such as those inFig. 5a are required; in fact one large fraction of the sample is still carbon black and TEM
would expect to see nanotubes terminated at both ends in samples are difficult to obtain. The nature of the nanotube
carbon black as is observed for short growth-times (10–20 ends at short growth-times is still under investigation.
s) (seeFig. 5b). During the thermal stage stresses can be Once the neck has fractured into a tube with a free end, a
along more than one axis and one might expect a Y- mechanism for its continued growth must exist as the
branching, as observed inFig. 6a and illustrated inFig. length of most tubes exceeds several microns. The strong
10a, or even aD-branching, as observed inFig. 6b and electric-field present in the sheath region immediately
illustrated inFig. 10b. above the anode and enhanced by the geometry of the

If the strain rate exceeds the rate at which [5–7] defects nanotube tip provides the driving force for continued
can migrate, annihilate, and lengthen the neck, one would tube-growth, illustrated inFig. 9c–e.
expect the [5–7] defects to remain in the neck to provide Both thermal and electrostatic forces are present at the
additional strain relief. The [5–7] pairs would, however, plasma–anode interface and it is difficult to separate the
result in the necking of the nanotube to a smaller diameter, thermal effects from the electrostatic effects. However, for
as can be seen inFig. 8.To this point of growth nanotubes growth times greater than|40 s it is not uncommon for a
terminated at both ends in carbon black would be expected. continuous dense-mat of MWNTs to form over the entire

surface of the carbon black. The mat can be easily
removed from the bulk of the carbon black. Examination
of the underside of the mat, the side not exposed to the arc

 
plasma, can provide a first approximation of the high-
temperature growth-process in the absence of an electric
field and some insight into the MWNT growth-process
prior to the advent of an electrostatic driving-force.Fig.
11a–c are a series of scanning electron micrographs of the
underside of such a mat, grown for 50 s. The shrinkage of
the carbon black into small domains, reminiscent of mud
cracks in a dry river-bed, can be seen (seeFig. 11a).
Typical of fractal patterns, the shrinkage patterns can be
observed on a smaller scale within the large domains (see
Fig. 11b). For these smaller shrinkage distances, manifold
MWNTs can be seen spanning the gap between these
sub-domains consistent with the proposed mechanism (see
Fig. 11c).

5 . Summary

A mechanism for the solid-state transformation of
carbon black into MWNTs at the anode of a carbon arc has
been proposed. The mechanism is divided into two stages;
in the first stage the growth of short nanotubes is driven by
multi-axial tensile stresses that arise from thermal shrink-
age. The mechanism accounts for the presences of Y-
branching andD-branching, as well as the large number of
MWNTs terminated at both ends in carbon black for short
growth times. Electrostatic forces present in the plasma of
the high-temperature arc-furnace, drive the subsequent
extension of the short nanotubes to multiple-micron
lengths. The tendency of electrostatic forces to be along aFig. 10. (a) Growth of MWNTs with Y-branching (black arrows
single axis accounts for the preferential orientation of thein insert indicate thermal forces). (b) Growth of MWNTs with

D-branching (black arrows in insert indicate thermal forces). long nanotubes along the electrode axis. For both types of
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